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Threshold Points :

DNS Resolution

TCP/UDP

HTTP/HTTPS

TLS Handshake



DNS Resolution
Topic: 1



IP Address
An Internet Protocol address (IP address) is a numerical label assigned

to each device connected to a computer network that uses the Internet

Protocol for communication.

The Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA) is a standards

organization that oversees global IP address allocation

e.g IP address of google's server is 142.250.183.14



Domain Naming Server

google.com

142.250.183.14

User DNS   System



DNS Resolution
DNS (Domain Name Server) resolution is the process of translating
domain names  to IP addresses

But , How does DNS Resolution system actually 
work??



The user types
“www.google.com”
into a web
browser, which in
turn creates a
DNS query and
sends it to the
default DNS
Recursive
Resolver server.

User



User Resolver
 

The DNS
Recursive
Resolver is the
first stop for the
DNS query. In
most cases it is a
server hosted by
the Internet
Service Provider
(ISP).



User

Resolver
 

Root Server
After receiving a
DNS query from a
host computer’s
web browser, the
DNS resolver will
send a request to
a DNS Root
Server.



User

Resolver
 

Root Server

The DNS Root
server responds
to the DNS
resolver with the
address of a DNS
Top Level Domain
(TLD) server that
stores
information
for .com domains.



User

Resolver
 

Root Server

The DNS resolver
makes a request
to the .com DNS
TLD server

DNS TLD Server



User

Resolver
 

Root Server

The DNS TLD
server responds
with the IP
address of an DNS
Authoritative
Name server.

DNS TLD Server



User

Resolver
 

Root Server

The DNS Resolver
sends a query to
the DNS
Authoritative
Name server.

TLD Server

ATH Server



User

Resolver
 

Root Server
The DNS
Authoritative
Name server
holds the actual
DNS IP records,
and sends the IP
address for
“google.com” to
the DNS Resolver.And
Then Resolver sends it
to User

TLD Server

ATH Server



The user’s web
browser uses the
IP address
received from the
DNS response to
start a Transport
Layer Security
(TLS) encrypted
connection
session with
google's Web
Server.

User google's Server



          Summary

1.Query To resolver 2.Query To DNS System

3.IP add. to Resolver4. IP add. to user 

5.User and google's
Servser communicates

User Resolver DNS System

Google's Server



Do We have to do same process everytime?





DNS Poisoning

Request to real website

Inject Fake
 DNS entry

Redirect to
fake website

Cache / ResolverUser Real Website

Fake Website



TCP / UDP
Topic: 2



TCP

The transmission Control Protocol (TCP) is one of the most important

protocols of Internet Protocols suite. It is most widely used protocol for

data transmission in communication network such as internet.



Reliable protocol.

Ensures that the data reaches intended destination in the same order it was

sent.

Connection oriented.

Three Way Hand - shaking. 

Provides error-checking and recovery mechanism.

Provides full duplex server.

Features of TCP



 Three Way Hand - shaking. 



World Wide Web (www) .

email.

File Transfer Protocol.

Secure Shell.

Peer-to-peer file sharing

Where TCP is Used ?



UDP

The User Datagram Protocol (UDP) is simplest Transport Layer

communication protocol.

It involves minimum amount of communication mechanism. 



Not Reliable .

Not guarantee ordered delivery of data.

Not connection oriented.

No Mechanism for error and flow control

Small Header

Stateless.

Features of UDP



DNS Query .

Online Gaming.

Broadcasting / Multi-casting ( RIP ).

Continuous Streaming

Where UDP is Used ?



HTTP / HTTPS
Topic: 3



HTTP
A client (a browser) sends an HTTP request to the web

A web server receives the request

The server runs an application to process the request

The server returns an HTTP response (output) to the browser

The client (the browser) receives the response





HTTPS
As you saw previously, http transfers data between the browser and the web

server in the hypertext format, whereas https transfers data in the encrypted

format.

https represents the future of the web by making internet safe for users and

website owners.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hypertext_Transfer_Protocol




Let's see some of the how the packets in
http and https look...



HTTP



HTTPS



SSL/TLS Handshake
Topic: 4



What is TLS Handshake?

TLS is an encryption protocol designed to secure Internet communications.

A TLS handshake is the process that kicks off a communication session that

uses TLS encryption. 

During a TLS handshake, the two communicating sides exchange messages

to acknowledge each other, verify each other, establish the encryption

algorithms they will use, and agree on session keys. 

TLS handshakes are a foundational part of how HTTPS works.

https://www.cloudflare.com/learning/ssl/transport-layer-security-tls/
https://www.cloudflare.com/learning/ssl/what-is-https/




The 'client hello' message: The message will include which TLS version the

client supports, the cipher suites supported, and a string of random bytes

known as the "client random."

The 'server hello' message: The server sends a message containing the

server's SSL certificate, the server's chosen cipher suite, and the "server

random," another random string of bytes that's generated by the server.

The exact steps within a TLS handshake will vary depending upon the kind of

key exchange algorithm used and the cipher suites supported by both sides. The

RSA key exchange algorithm is used most often. It goes as follows:

https://www.cloudflare.com/learning/ssl/what-is-an-ssl-certificate/


Client Hello



Server Hello





Authentication: The client verifies the server's SSL certificate with the

certificate authority that issued it. This confirms that the server is who it

says it is, and that the client is interacting with the actual owner of the

domain.

The premaster secret: The client sends one more random string of bytes, the

"premaster secret." The premaster secret is encrypted with the public key

and can only be decrypted with the private key by the server. (The client

gets the public key from the server's SSL certificate.)



Private key used: The server decrypts the premaster secret.

Session keys created: Both client and server generate session keys from the

client random, the server random, and the premaster secret. They should

arrive at the same results.

Client is ready: The client sends a "finished" message that is encrypted with

a session key.

Server is ready: The server sends a "finished" message encrypted with a

session key.

Secure symmetric encryption achieved: The handshake is completed, and

communication continues using the session keys.



Any
Queries...??

 

Now, its time for

BRAINSTORMING
Apti Session


